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The structure of this talk:
1. What this talk is about and what it’s not...
2. ‘Theoretical Phonology’ and ‘Basic Phonological Theory’
3. How delicate can phonology be?
4. Conclusion: why does LVC need to know how delicate phonology can be?

1. What this talk is about and what it’s not...

What is ‘Language Variation and Change’ (= ‘LVC’)?  ...and what is ‘Phonology’?

Labovian variationism
e.g., (r) = [r] or ø

the propagation
of changes
generalisations
about alternations
and distributions
(recognising what’s possible
in sound systems)

variation
across dialects
stable variation
e.g., (-ing)

eg, in English (i) /p/ → [p ~ pʰ]
e.g., (ii) ‘unmarked’ (ðσ) σ (ðσ)

This talk is about why it’s reasonable to claim that ‘LVC’ needs an awareness of ‘Phonology’

NB1 This talk is not about Why Phonological Theory needs Language Variation and Change...
• that would be another, but different, equally important talk

NB2 This talk is not rocket science...
• I’m not crying in the wilderness about things which are never done in LVC
• far from it: most best work in LVC precisely is informed by a knowledge of phonology, as we’ll see
• but not all work is, and it’s easy to imagine work which is not so well phonologically-informed
• a number of traps open up for the innocent LVCEr if they ignore phonological factors...

1.1 Why are there obviously issues to consider here?

One reason to discuss my title’s claim is the clear phonocentrism of LVC work
• from Labov (1963, 1972) onwards, most LVC work deals with variation at the phonological level
  o this has often been work on the phonology of English, in fact (cf Carr & Honeybone, 2007)
  o if most work in LVC is based on variation at the phonological level, we should consider
    whether it reflects or rejects (or reinforces or refutes) the things that formal phonologists discuss

Another reason to discuss my title’s claim is the uncertain status of the LVC parentheses
• what is the status of the entities in round brackets?
  o what and where is (t) or (r) or (-ing)
  o we know what t/ is (and where it is: in the mind, at the ‘start’ of phonology)
  o we know what [t], [ʔ], [r] are (and where they are: in the mind, at the ‘end’ of phonology)
  o are there constraints on what (t) can be? are these phonological constraints?
  o where is (t) situated? In the community? In the speaker?
    o if it’s in the speaker, then is it simply part of phonological competence?
    o if so, it should be subject to the same constraints as all phonology is...
2. ‘Theoretical Phonology’ and ‘Basic Phonological Theory’

Does LVC need to take into account everything that phonologists worry about?
- NO.

We need to differentiate between:
- basic phonological theory ‘BaPhTh’
- theoretical phonology ‘ThPh’

I argue that there is no need for LVC to constantly engage with ThPh
- although there’s no reason why it shouldn’t...

But there is a real need for LVC to engage with BaPhTh

The distinction between BaPhTh and ThPh is not one which is commonly made, but I think the basis of the distinction makes sense
- it can be connected with Dixon’s (1998) contrast between ‘basic linguistic theory’ and what most theoretical linguists currently do (although I would not accept Dixon’s conclusions about this...)
- in a sense, BaPhTh provides the descriptive toolkit for those who do ThPh to work on

ThPh works to develop:
- the best way of modelling the constraints on the distribution of the elements of BaPhTh
- an understanding of the ways in which the elements of BaPhTh can interact
- the best way to understand constituency and ‘atomic structure’ of the elements of BaPhTh
- it seeks to explain why particular patterns of the distribution of phonological entities exist (and are thus ‘available’ for co-option as varying patterns in sociolinguistic variation)

A slight confusion of BaPhTh and ThPh is inevitable, however:
- BaPhTh has been worked out in ThPh (during the development of ThPh)
- it would be wrong to think that BaPhTh is atheoretical:
  - all phonological entities are theoretical entities
  - nothing but noise exists in the phonetic signal
- BaPhTh does change, but it does so much less quickly than true ThPh

2.1 What does BaPhTh look like?

Basic Phonological Theory deals with phonological generalisations about such things as

(i) contrast and predictability
- segmental phonology: the distribution of [l] and [H] in most varieties of English is predictable (in other languages these segments may contrast with each other)
- underlying and surface levels: /pHl/ → [pHl]; the ‘phonemic principle’ and ‘allophonic processes’
- suprasegmental phonology: the distribution of stress is fully predictable in some languages and partly predictable in English

(ii) segments have subsegmental structure: ‘features’
- features help shape inventories and can determine the nature of phonological processes

(iii) syllabic phonology
- segments are grouped into syllables, which have structure and can be the basis for phonotactics

(iv) feet and phonology at higher prosodic levels
- stress is typically assigned to syllables, sometimes depending on their position within feet

(v) the interaction between phonology and morphology and syntax and the lexicon
- typically such interactions can involve more than one generalisation

The existence of these entities is (pretty much) uncontroversial
- they are necessary to talk about phonological things and are quite straightforward assumptions
- nonetheless, even BaPhTh generalisations can be really quite delicate, as we will see...
2.2 What does ThPh look like?
Theoretical Phonology deals with the entities and assumptions of BaPhTh, and attempts to produce clear formal models which explain how and why they behave and pattern as they do
- attempting to describe what’s possible in phonology and what’s impossible
- attempting to be precise about types of processes, possible interactions between processes and, indeed, whether there are really ‘processes’ at all
- attempting to be precise about the structure of phonological entities

(i) ThPh worries about segmental structure:

(ii) ThPh worries about the nature of phonological processes and the constraints on them:

(iii) ThPh worries about whether rules of constraints should be used to model phonology and how opacity in process interactions can be dealt with:

Uffmann (2005), (following Clements & Hume 1995)

Orgun (2001)
2.3 BaPhTh, ThPh and two types of variation in phonology

Both BaPhTh and ThPh assume that there are phonological systems (or, at least, systematic aspects of structure)

- BaPhTh assumes that languages can have clear phonological generalisations, determining the distribution of ‘allophones’ or stress
- ThPh develops models of phonology in which large numbers of such generalisations interact

If we connect ‘phonology’, of either BaPhTh or ThPh type, with variation, we can recognise two conceptually possible types of variation:
(i) variation within a system
(ii) variation between systems

Variation between systems can be the result of contact between two systems
- systems of segmental phonological or of suprasegmental phonology
- it assumes that there can be stable systems, with categorial performance, which can interact

Variation within a system can be due to the endogenous development of a process
- systems of segmental phonological or of suprasegmental phonology
- it assumes that systems can be variable, either in ‘stable variation’ or in ‘variation and change’

3. How delicate can phonology be?

LVC does not need to engage with ThPh, but it does need to engage with BaPhTh

- clearly LVC and ThPh need to meet: like Newtonian and quantum physics, the assumptions must be compatible at some point
- this is a problem for both disciplines
  - but both can arguably proceed to an extent independently, as long as each is aware of the basics of the other

Can the LVCer carry on without any serious engagement with phonology?

- NO.
  - because sometimes BaPhTh is not so basic...

To understand this, we need to consider how delicate (even BaPhTh) phonological generalisations can be; this section considers 3 cases with delicate conditions on phonological distribution and patterning

- ‘delicate’ = complex, intricate, non-obvious, phonological

3.1 Western Basque stress assignment

Stress assignment in Basque and its dialectology have been the subject of quite a number of studies. The most recent (eg, Hualde 1998, 2002) show that the “picture is one of great complexity and typological diversity, greater than that found anywhere else in Europe within a single language” (Hualde, 2002, 207 – also the source of the maps below)

- work has been done on this in ThPh to see how well theories cope with the data
- the basic generalisations can be stated in BaPhTh

places mentioned below dialects of Basque
Stress assignment varies considerably in Western Basque, as shown in this data (Hualde, 2002, 216)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representative western varieties: unmarked accentual pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gernika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buruká</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gidzóna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gidzóna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akaláke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akaláke</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the variation is not random, and tight, phonologically-informed dialectological work has established that these four areas have different systems:

(i) Gernika: final stress

(ii) Antzuola: penultimate stress (second from end)

(iii) Beasain: peninitial stress (second from start)

(iv) Azkoitia: postpeninitial stress (third from start)

Postpeninitial stress was long thought to be improbable, but Hualde (1998) shows that it is indisputably found as the unmarked pattern in Azkoitia (and other towns in the Urola Valley, a small area in the province of Gipuzkoa); there are some lexical exceptions and other morphophonological generalisations, but the basic pattern is clear. [Diagrams below from Hualde (1998), \( \sigma \) = stressed syllable.]

Why are LVC and BaPhTh relevant here?

- the surface difference between stress assignment in Antzuola and Azkoitia is absent or minimal in most words: “the most common words are trisyllabic. Next come words of two or four syllables. Most of the words occurring in the natural discourse present patterns that are ambiguous between penultimate and postpeninitial accent (with nonfinality)... the most frequent words do not reveal what the accent rule is” Hualde (1998, 109)

- we need quite delicate generalisations (still simple & part of BaPhTh, though) to discover and describe this

- if we did LVC fieldwork in the Western Basque country, without this knowledge...
  o we might simply describe variation within a system if we recorded the stress in 5 syllable words in Azkoitia and Antzuola; we might even simply describe random variation
  o we wouldn’t know to investigate 6 or 7 syllable words in word lists or reading passages
  o we would not know that there may be variation between systems in the transition areas between the dialects
3.2 Eastern US ash-tensing
As Labov (and others) have discussed in a number of places (eg, Labov 2007), the phonology of the 'short a vowel' in US accents of English is complex. As in Basque stress assignment, the situation varies considerably from dialect to dialect:

- the basic assumption is that there is an essentially predictable distribution between [æ] and [eə]
  - this is typically described as the ‘tensing’ of a lax underlier: /æ/ → [eə] [the transcription of the tense vowel varies...]
  - there can be very delicate constraints on the phonology of ash-tensing: on where [eə] occurs

Labov (2007) describes five basic systems in US English:

(i) **Nasal System**: Short-a before nasal consonants is tense (*man, manage, span, Spanish*), and lax elsewhere.
(ii) **Raised Short-a**: Historical short-a is always tense (found only in the Inland North).
(iii) **Continuous Short-a Raising**: Short-a isvariably tense, with tokens before nasal codas leading and tokens before voiceless stops and in words with obstruent-liquid onsets (*glass, brag*) remaining in low front position.
(iv) **Southern Breaking**: Short-a breaks into a low front nucleus, palatal glide, and following inglide (found in the Southern dialect area).
(v) **Complex Short-a Systems**: A distribution of tense and lax short-a is governed by a complex of phonological, grammatical, stylistic, and lexical conditions (found in New York City and the Mid-Atlantic states).

In New York City English, there are both simple phonological constraints on the distribution of [eə], and more complex ‘hyphen-phonological’ constraints: [all taken from Labov (2007)]

The tense [eə] occurs directly before one of these consonants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>j</th>
<th>g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To this basic condition there are added a number of specific conditions:

a. **Function-word constraint**: Function words with simple codas (*an, I can, had*) have lax short-a, while corresponding content words have the tense variant (*the can, hand, add*); *can’t*, with a complex coda, has the tense vowel, however, which preserves the contrast of tense *can’t* vs. lax *can* in environments where the [N] is elided or neutralized.

b. **Open-syllable constraint**: Short-a is lax in open syllables, yielding tense *bran, plan, cash* but lax *hammer, planet, cashew*. There is considerable variation before voiced fricatives and affricates (*magic, imagine, jazz*).

c. **Inflectional-boundary closing**: Inflectional boundaries close syllables, so that tensing occurs in *planning* as well as *plan, staffer* as well as *staff*.

d. **Initial condition**: Initial short-a with a coda that normally produces tensing is lax (*aspirin, asterisk*) except for in the most common words (*ask, after*).

e. **Abbreviations**: Short-a is often lax in abbreviated personal names (*Cass, Babs*).

f. **Lexical exceptions**: There are a number of lexical exceptions: for example, *avenue* is normally tense as opposed to lax *average, savage, gaze*.

g. **Learned words**: Many learned or late-learned words have lax short-a in environments where tensing would normally occur: *cove, cradle*.

Most of these NYC constraints can be captured as phonological (in the broadest sense) in BaPhTh, including interactions with other linguistic levels.
Why are LVC and BaPhTh relevant here?

- as Labov (2007) shows, in order to understand the variation that exists within ash-tensing in Eastern US English, it is necessary to consider these phonological conditions and how they can vary:
  - in Northern New Jersey, the same restrictions as in NYC apply except the ‘function word constraint’ is relaxed: it does not apply before nasals, so can and can’t are homophones
  - in Albany, the ‘function word constraint’ is lost and the ‘open-syllable constraint’ is lost

- in order to be able to describe and investigate this variation...
- we need to know what to look for, how speakers might behave
- which words may be worth testing in a word list or reading passage
- or how to interpret free speech: if we are counting the occurrences of [əʊ] to track variation between systems, we need to know which words count

- we again need delicate generalisations (still part of BaPhTh, though) to discover and describe this

3.3 Liverpool Lenition

Watson (2007) has shown that there are some quite delicate phonological generalisations at play in the patterns of stop lenition in Liverpool English, greatly extending our knowledge of this from that of other work (eg, Honeybone 2001, Sangster 2001).

Liverpool lenition involves the realisation of underlying stops as affricates, fricatives or other reduced forms – possible transcriptions include:

- **crime** [kərim]
- **expect** [ekspekt]
- **time** [təm]
- **night** [nət]
- **lead** [lēd]
- **deep** [diːp]

Watson (2007) shows that stops lenite to different degrees:

---

Also, stops lenite to **different degrees** in different environments: focusing on the [C_#] environment, compared to [V_#] (C = consonant; V = vowel)

- [N_#] – lenition is inhibited (‘less likely’) [N = a nasal stop which is homorganic with the following stop]
- [L_#] – lenition is inhibited for /ld/, but not for /lt/, /lk/
- [f_#] – lenition is not consistently inhibited
- [k_#] – lenition is not inhibited

Other environments (eg, in word medial positions) are also thought to be differently inhibitory.
Why are LVC and BaPhTh relevant here?

- this seems clearly to be a case of variation within a system
- we might thus want to investigate how much the stops of different types of speakers within a speech community lenite: women vs men, children vs adolescents vs adults, class vs class
  - in order to really be able to come up with numbers to use in the comparison of the cells in a sociolinguistic sample, we need to be sure that we are comparing like with like
  - it will be important not to count tokens which are phonologically less likely to lenite
  - we shouldn’t compare /t/ in [N_#] in one speaker with /t/ in [l_#] in another speaker
  - this is crucial in the analysis of free speech
  - and such concerns also need to be considered in the construction of reading passages and word lists
- the generalisations needed to discover and describe this are again delicate (a clearly part of BaPhTh)

4. Conclusion: why does LVC need to know how delicate phonology can be?

What could happen if an LVCer doesn’t consider what BaPhTh tells us about how delicate phonology can be?

- we could miss the fact that some variation that we observe is variation between systems
- we could simply get the description of the phonological variables that we investigate wrong
- we could count the wrong tokens in free speech or select the wrong words for reading tasks

Describing the sociophonetics of glottalization in particular phonological environments/positions in Tyneside English, Docherty, Foulkes, Milroy, Milroy & Walshaw (1997, 290) write that: “it is in general unwise to make a negative claim to the effect that glottalization does not occur in this position, even if the occurrences are rare. Variationist accounts assume that the occurrence or non-occurrence of glottalization in different environments is quantitatively more or less likely rather than categorical.”

- their “more or less likely” is determined by social factors: a fair point
- equally important, however, is the recognition that phonological factors can be (and typically are) relevant when we are seeking to identify (i) what the distribution of phonological entities (such as stress or ‘allophones’) is, or (ii) where a process rarely or hardly ever occurs as opposed to those environments where it might occur commonly

If we don’t know the phonology of the phenomena that we investigate, we are likely to design LVC investigations which are faulty

- an accurate description of the environment in which a process occurs, or the distribution of segments, or the assignment of stress is vital if we are to truly understand the phenomena themselves and their sociolinguistic patterning
- when we work with phonological variables, this requires of us a good understanding of BaPhTh
- we can’t understand variation unless we understand the system that the variation is in, or the systems that there is variation between

To return to the status of entities in sociolinguistic parentheses (‘round brackets’)...

- if, for example, (t) → [ʔ], [r], [t] describes variation within a system, it is describing the same thing as other phonological generalisations
- and should be subject to the same constraints that all phonology is
- we need BaPhTh to describe these (and ThPh to explain them)
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